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                                                            Fun Stuff                                                    

                        
                        Portrait of the Artist
                        
                                                    Ah, that day when my friends Sara and Lance and I went to the Hirshhorn gallery to see the Laurie Anderson exhibit, and turned around to discover that we were being followed by… Laurie Anderson.



                                                
                                                    April 24, 2023
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                                    Right = WrongThe War with the Customer                            

            
            Someone needs a time out

            
            Prices at Elon Musk’s faltering EV startup are dropping yet again. Struggling to create demand in a market saturated with their CEO’s gaffes and foibles, Tesla does not signal strength with its sixth price  [more...]
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                                    General AnnoyancesLife... Don't talk to me about life.                            

            I knew this cooking thing was just a trap
                    

                    April 14, 2023


            
    

			     	

		    	
										        
			        					
							        	
                        			     		

    
    	
	        
                                                    
                                    #FloridaRight = Wrong                            

            Ron DeSantis quietly signs Florida’s 6-week abortion ban into law
            	        “The governor had no fanfare around the bill-signing, sending out a news release late in the night.”
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                                    Just As I SawLife... Don't talk to me about life.                            

            
            We have to weather the future because we didn’t listen in the past

            
            We’ve now reached a period of longer heat waves, more intense rainstorms, megafires, and droughts. All predicted long ago, and ignored by most people or laughed at by profiteers. It seems like it happened suddenly, but  [more...]
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                                    Right = Wrong                            

            
            Donald Trump asks to delay E. Jean Carroll trial one month, wants ‘cooling off’ from indictment to jury

            
            Donald Trump has asked to delay his trial in a case filed by rape accuser E. Jean Carroll, describing the requested adjournment as a “cooling off” period. I was thinking I should fill in the gaps on Trump’s  [more...]
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                                    #FloridaRight = Wrong                            

            If I’m going to start blogging again, I’ll need to create a category just for #Florida.
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                                    Life... Don't talk to me about life.                            

            Oh, hello there!
            	        Far back, in the mists of ancient time, there existed a technology for sharing one’s thoughts, musings, memes, and other nonsense. You may have heard of it, if you’re over 40. The web log, or blog. The  [more...]
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                                    Cacophony                            

            
            Music to Sanitize By

            
            Snippets in the key of pandemic. These little bits of ephemera and miscellany are between 20 and 40 seconds long and are perfect for getting in your hand washing time. Who wants to bet that the next Apple Watch reminds  [more...]
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            Among the clouds
                    

                    July 4, 2019
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            Tweet Off, you hoser
                    

                    July 4, 2019
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